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Key Terms

1. Numerator
2. Denominator
3. Proper
4. Improper
5. Equivalent

Y7 1A Maths 1.3 

Idea of Fractions

A fraction is a part of a whole.  If a whole is divided into 8 

equal parts, the fraction that represents 5 equal parts is 
5

8

Numerator

𝟓

𝟖
Vinculum

When the numerator is less than the denominator, the fraction is 

called a proper fraction.

Fraction of Quantities

e.g.  
2

10
of 120m = 

2

10
x 120 = 2 x 12 = 24m

Mixed Numbers 

A mixed number is made up of a whole number and a 

proper fraction.

e.g.  4
3

5

Converting to an improper fraction:

4
3

5
= 

5

5
+ 

5

5
+ 

5

5
+ 

5

5
+ 

3

5
4 wholes and 3 fifths

= 4 x 5 fifths + 3 fifths = 20 fifths + 3 fifths 

= 23 fifths = 
23

5

Equivalent Fractions 

Equivalent fractions represent equal values 

e.g   
2

5
= 

4

10
= 

8

20
= 

16

40

∴
2

5

4

10

8

20

16

40
are equivalent fractions.

These can be obtained by multiplying or dividing the 

numerator and denominator by the same non-zero 

whole number.

e.g.  
3

4
= 

3×5

4×5

21

28
= 

21 ÷7

28 ÷7

= 
15

20
= 

3

4
Multiplying/Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000

Multiply/Divide by Move each digit   

10 1 place to the left    e.g. 5.27 x 10 = 52.7

100 2 places to the left   e.g. 5.27 x 100 = 527

1000 3 places to the left    e.g. 5.27 x 1000 = 5270

10 1 place to the right  e.g.  62.4 ÷ 10 = 6.24

100 2 places to the right e.g. 62.4 ÷ 100 = 0.624

1000 3 places to the right   e.g. 62.4 ÷ 1000 = 0.0926

Comparing Fractions

If two fractions have the same numerator, the fraction with 

the smaller denominator is the greater of the two.

e.g.  
1

5
>

1

15

If two fractions have the same denominator, the fraction with 

the greater numerator is the greater of the two.

e.g. 
35

100
>

27

100

Converting Between Fractions and Decimals

Decimal               Fraction

e.g. 0.68     =     
68

100
=    

68÷4

100÷4
=   

17

25

Fraction  Decimal

First write the fraction with 10, 100 or 1000 as its 

denominator.

e.g  
15

20
=     

15×5

20×5
=   

75

100
=     0.75  

Improper Fractions

The numerator is greater than or equal to the 

denominator in an improper fraction e.g. 
19

6

Converting to a mixed number:

19

6
= 3 x 6 sixths + 1 sixth = 3 + 

1

6
= 3

1

6

For further revision 

use Corbett Maths. 

This contains videos, 

practise questions 

and answers.

Denominator



Addition and Subtraction of Fractions

Key Terms

1 Fraction
2 Equivalent
3 Rational
4 Irrational
5 Reciprocal

Y7 1B Maths 1.3 

Quantities as Fractions

What missed number do the shaded parts 

represent?

Express the mixed number as an improper 

fraction.

(a) 3 whole ones and 5 sixths = 3 
5

6

(b) Each whole has 6 sixths, so there are 18 

sixths and another 5 sixths, therefore, 

there are 23 sixths = 
23

6

Equivalent Fractions and Comparing Fractions

Fractions that are equal in value are called 

equivalent fractions

Which fraction is smaller  
3

5
𝑜𝑟

4

7
?

35 is a common multiple of 5 & 7.

Change both fractions to equivalent fractions 

with 35 as the denominator.

3 × 7

5 × 7
=

21

35

4× 5

7× 5
=

20

35
Therefore 

4

7
<

3

5

Express 
6

8
in its 

simplest form.

6

8
= 

6÷2

8÷2
(2 is a common 

factor of 6 & 8)

= 
3

4

Place Values, Ordering and Rounding of Decimal 

Numbers

The number 53.891 in expanded form is

50 + 3 + 
8

10
+ 

9

100
+ 

1

1000

The place values after the decimal point are tenths, 

hundredths, thousandths etc.

Two decimals can be ordered in size by comparing 

their digits, one by one, in the same place values from 

left to right e.g. 6.524>6.51

Multiplication of Fractions
2

3
of 30 = 

2

3
x 30 = 2 x 10 = 20

As shown in the diagram:

2

7
×

3

5
can be interpreted as finding 

2

7
𝑜𝑓

3

5
2

7
×

3

5
= 

6

35

Rational Numbers and Using a Calculator

These fractions of the form 
a

b
, where a 

and b are integers and b≠0, are 

called rational.

Division of Fractions

2

3
÷

1

6
= 
2

3
×

6

1

2

3
×

6

1
=
12

3
= 4

Reciprocal

Dividing by a number is the same as multiplying 

by its reciprocal.

2
2

3
÷ 1

1

2
= 

8

3
÷

2

3

8

3
×
2

3
=
16

9
= 1

7

9

3

4
+

5

8
= 
6

8
+

5

8
= 

11

8
= 1

3

8

x2

When adding fractions the denominator has to be the same 

value. Find equivalent fractions with the same denominator. 

2
2

5
− 1

1

7
= 
12

5
−

8

7

84

35
-
40

35
= 

44

35
= 1

9

35

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiiwdf1gNLiAhUyzoUKHVRfDRcQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.visualfractions.com/MixedCircles/&psig=AOvVaw2JTrdxlqeeOLIwOZIyFitb&ust=1559812606340747
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjFoeHKgdLiAhUIUhoKHcuZBjAQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.helpwithfractions.com/math-homework-helper/equivalent-fractions&psig=AOvVaw2aPp408T_t7ltm4bVz5-rC&ust=1559812780124507


Y7 English  1.3 

Key Terms

1. narrative: noun – a 
spoken or written account of 
connected events; a story
2. represent: verb – to 
describe, portray or re-
present someone, a group of 
people, event or idea in a 
particular way depending on 
their viewpoint
3. resolution: noun – the 
conclusion of the story's 
plot. It's where any 
unanswered questions are 
answered, 
4. morality: noun – ideas 
concerning the difference 
between right and wrong. 
5. genre: noun a style, 
especially in the arts, that 
involves a particular set of 
characteristics

Fairy Tales – and their many forms
A fairy tale is a narrative, often intended for children, that features fanciful and wondrous characters such as elves, 

goblins, wizards, and even, but not necessarily, fairies. The term “fairy” tale seems to refer more to the fantastic and 

magical setting or magical influences within a story, rather than the presence of the character of a fairy within that 

story. Fairy tales are often traditional; many were passed down from story-teller to story-teller before being 

recorded in books.

Revolting Rhymes by Roald Dahl

This is his reimagining of traditional fairy tales as a series 

of rhyming poems with a twist. He began by reading a 

book of fairy tales and then, as this manuscript page 

shows, he copied down the main plot points of stories he 

thought he could adapt into a funny alternative version. 

Dahl twisted the endings of familiar fairy tales, leading 

to a gruesome end for his characters, such as when Jack’s 

greedy mother is eaten by the giant in Jack and the 

Beanstalk. The rhymes show the author's ability to write 

fun and accessible poetry with a dark comedic style.

The Goblin Market by Christina Rossetti

Set in a fairytale world, the narrative poem ‘Goblin Market’ tells 

the story of an encounter between sisters Laura and Lizzie and evil 

goblin merchants. When Laura exchanges a lock of her golden hair 

for the chance to taste the goblins’ enchanted ‘fruit forbidden’, she 

deteriorates until she is ‘knocking at Death’s door’. Her sister Lizzie 

offers to pay the goblins ‘a silver penny’ for more of their fruits, 

which she hopes will rescue her from Laura’s illness. The goblins 

violently attack Lizzie, smearing their fruits ‘against her mouth’ in a 

vain attempt ‘to make her eat’. After the goblins are ‘worn out by 

her resistance’, Lizzie returns home, and Laura kisses the juices from 

her sister’s face and is rescued.

The term “fairy tale” was developed when very old folktales were written down to entertain the European 

aristocracy (those with money and land). This began in the seventeenth century, starting with the publication of 

Charles Perrault’s Histoires ou Contes du Temps passé, - translated Tales of Mother Goose. This collection of stories—

which included classics like Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood, and Puss in Boots—was Perrault’s 

take on stories that had been passed down through word of mouth and he made them more appealing to his 

readers. The early fairy tales that were passed on by oral story tellers were dark and terrible, with plots not 

suitable for a young audience. As written versions were created, they included much happier endings.

In the 1800s, The Brothers Grimm, German siblings who also wanted to preserve fairy tales, published seven 

volumes with stories such as Hansel and Gretel, Cinderella, and Rumpelstiltskin, as well as many of the tales 

from Mother Goose. However, the Danish writer, Hans Christian Andersen, was instead creating original children’s 

literature instead of collecting folktales; he became very famous for fairy tales such as The Little 

Mermaid, Thumbelina, and The Emperor’s New Clothes.



• Universal indicator

This can be in the form of a solution 

or paper. The colour of the pH will 

be indicated.

Y7 Science 1.3 

Key Terms
1. Element
2. Compound
3. Properties
4. Indicator
5. Neutralisation

The Periodic Table is made up of elements.

Elements are substances that are made up of only one type of atom.

Compounds are pure substances which are made up of 2 or more 

different elements chemically combined together.

The periodic table consists of metals and non-metals. 

Elements are different due to their properties – these describe what an 

element is like. 

Properties:

Metals

- Shiny and strong

- Good conductors

- Malleable

- Sonorous

- High density

Non- metals

- Dull and weak

- Poor conductors

- Brittle

- Not sonorous

- Low density

Elements and 
compounds

Acids and alkalis

87654321 14131211109

The pH scale – Acids 1-6, Neutral 7, Alkali 8-14.

An acid is a substance that has a pH lower than 7. 
A base is a substance that neutralises an acid – those that dissolve in 
water are called alkalis and have a pH higher than 7.

Hydrochloric Sulphuric Nitric

HCl H2SO4
HNO3

Common acids used in the lab (STRONG ACIDS):

acid      +      alkali      → salt      +      water

Reactants Products

HCl      +      NaOH → NaCl     +      H2O

1 14 7

Sodium 
Hydroxide

NaOH

3

2

1

Common alkali used in the lab: Neutralisation process

6

5

4

Indicators

• Red Litmus:

• Blue Litmus:

in acid in alkali

in acid in alkali



Y7 Art 1.3 The Elements. The sound of the sea.

Drawing a shell

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgBPHN3sJWQ

Task: Watch the video and 

produce an observational 

drawing of the shell (on 

the left).

Make sure you consider the 

shape and form and use 

mark making to complete 

your work! 

Great British Art.  The Scallop Maggi Hambling.

The Scallop sits on the beach at Aldeburgh, in Suffolk. It is 

a 4 metre high monument, by local-born artist Maggi 

Hambling, to the late Benjamin Britten, composer and past 

Aldeburgh resident, who used to take his afternoon walks 

along the beach. The sculpture consists of two, broken, 

interlocking scallop shells. Cut into the rim of the upright 

shell are the words “I hear those voices that will not be 

drowned” from Britten’s opera Peter Grimes. The Scallop 

was installed in 2003. Maggi Hambling described the 

sculpture as “‘a conversation with the sea”. 

Task: Read the above text and produce a tonal drawing 

of the Scallop. 

Key Words for this Half 

Term

1- Expressive.

2- Abstract.

3- Shape and form.

4- Montage.

5- Texture.

Gallery: The work of Paper artist Mia Perlman.

https://miapearlman.com/CUT_PAPER/cut_paper_sculpture.htm

Try this technique!

Seascape painting on cardboard -Maggi Hambling inspired texture and mark-making

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wU9sufzPbvw

The 10 best sea pictures
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/gallery/2013/jul/13/10-best-sea-pictures

Task: Read about the 10 best paintings of the sea from the link above. 

Write down any words you don’t understand and look them up? Which 

is your favourite painting? Produce a drawing/painting of it? 

https://miapearlman.com/CUT_PAPER/cut_paper_sculpture.htm
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/gallery/2013/jul/13/10-best-sea-pictures


Y7 Computing 1.3 

Key Terms

1. USB Connector
2. Programming
3. Coding
4. Algorithm
5. Sequence

Useful Websites:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wuza5WXiMkc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38X9AR4H6Hc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZIW_6rxYNBg

What is a Micro:Bit used for?
A Micro:Bit is for children to learn about the ways that 

software and hardware work together.

What is a Micro:Bit?
A Micro:Bit is a tiny pocket sized computer.

What is an algorithm?
A process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or 

other problem-solving operations, especially by a 
computer.

What is a sequence?
A sequence is a series of events that must be performed 

in order to achieve a task.

What is coding?

Coding is like a language for computers. It is the way that we 
create computer software, apps, and websites. Almost 

everything that you see on a computer or phone screen has 
been created using code.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wuza5WXiMkc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38X9AR4H6Hc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZIW_6rxYNBg


Y7 Cooking and Nutrition1.3 

Key Terms

1 Cross Contamination 

2 Food Hygiene 

3 Bacteria 

4 Food Poisoning 

5 Kitchen Safety 

✓ Long hair must be tied back 

neatly. 

✓ No jewellery to be worn. 

✓ White aprons must be worn. 

✓ No nail polish or false nails.

✓ Hands must be washed 

with antibacterial soap   and 

hot water. 

✓ Use the correct coloured 

chopping boards. 

✓ Always use equipment 

safely and correctly. 

✓ Ensure all food is cooked 

fully and to above 75C.

✓ Store raw and cooked 

foods separately. 

✓ Do not allow cross 

contamination to take 

place. 

• The temperature danger zone 
is between 5⁰C and 60⁰C, 
when it is easiest for harmful 
bacteria to grow in food. 

• Minimise the time that food 
spends at these temperatures 
in order to keep food safe.

• Refrigerated food needs to be 
kept at 5⁰C or below.

• Hot food needs to be kept at 
63⁰C or above. 

Useful websites: https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-well/the-eatwell-

guide/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkVY08aqC28Food Safety!

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-well/the-eatwell-guide/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkVY08aqC28


Y7 Geography 1.3 

Key terms…

Tourism – Travel for pleasure 

or business

Social Impacts – The effect an 

activity has on people or the 

community

Economic Impacts – The 

effect an activity has on 

money or business

Environmental Impacts – The 

effect an activity has on the 

surrounding environment.

Maritime Climate – A climate 

influenced by the sea that 

leads to mild winters and cool 

summers. 

Erosion – The wearing away 

of soil or rock by waves, rain, 

wind or ice.

Sustainable – Causing little or 

no damage to the 

environment and therefore 

can be used for a long period 

of time.

Why do people visit Iceland?

Blue Lagoon: Glaciers: 

What are the positive and negative impacts of tourism in Iceland?

Positive Impacts:

• Generates jobs e.g. In restaurants, tour guides, hotels etc
• Tourists learn about new cultures, traditions and religions
• Local businesses benefit from the extra customers created by 

tourism
• Locals may benefit from improved roads and services 

Negative Impacts: 
• Many tourism jobs are seasonal, low skilled, part-time and low paid
• Tourists can frustrate locals; they can get in the way and disturb their 

daily lives
• Natural landscape may be damaged by tourists and their activities

What is Iceland’s climate like? 

Iceland’s temperature by the 

coast is warmer than central 

Iceland. This because the Gulf 

Stream in the Atlantic Ocean 

carries a warm channel of water 

from the Tropics towards Iceland 

and warms the air above it. As a 

result coastal areas are warmer 

due to  the surrounding ocean 

(i.e. maritime climate).

Volcanoes: 

How can tourism be managed in Iceland…

Park and Ride Scheme – Provide free transport to popular attractions. Stick to a strict schedule and transport 

many tourists at a time. They transport people to the most popular attractions. 

Media Campaign – Often used to raise awareness of issues within a country. TV, radio and other media sources 

are used to inform people of the issues that can be created by tourists. 

Guided Tours – Taking guided tours to the main attractions will allow a stress free trip. The knowledge of the 

guides is always to hand and you will see many popular attractions. The costs vary and you will be with lots of 

different people. 

Whale Watching: 



Y7 History 1.3 

Key Terms

1. Agriculture
2. Salvation
3. Penance
4. Pilgrimage
5. Revolt

Village Life:

Villagers had to get up when it was light enough to see and then they had to work all day.  

They worked in the fields growing crops. 

They lived in one room huts that were made out of wattle and daub.  The animals also had to 

live in the house and the smell was awful.

Houses were often warm as they were heated by a small fire in the centre of the hut. The 
houses had no windows and the roof was thatched but had a hole in to let smoke out.

The local church demanded 10% of the villeins’ crops. The church was very comforting and 

people gained Holy Days off work and it was a place to meet and socialize.

Villeins were expected to work for their lord for three days a week. The rest of the time was 

used to provide for themselves.

There was a big difference between rich and poor in the village. The friar (church man) and the 

lord lived luxurious lives but the poor struggled to survive.

How significant was religion in the Middle Ages?

The Catholic Church: Christianity existed in England before the Norman invasion in 

1066. However, the Normans cemented the power of the Catholic Church in England. 

By 1100, most countries in Europe followed Roman Catholicism (they were Catholic). 

Other major religions during this period were Islam (Muslims) and Judaism (Jews). The 

Catholic Church worked across countries and it had a very clear hierarchy, starting with 

the Pope and ending with priests in villages and towns. There were also Catholic monks 

and nuns. These were people who lived apart from other people and who dedicated 

their lives to God and Catholicism. The Pope was seen as God’s representative on earth. 

As a result he could not be questioned. The Catholic Church was extremely rich. It 

owned a huge amount of land and received money through the tithe.

Heaven, Hell and Purgatory:

Life after death was very important to people during the Middle Ages.

Christians believed that if you followed the Church’s rules and led a good life, you would 

go to Heaven.

If you didn’t follow the Church’s rules or lead a good life, Christians believed that you 

would go to Purgatory or Hell.

Most people during the Middle Ages could not read or understand Church services (they 

were in Latin).

Doom Paintings were used to help people to understand and to show them what would 

happen if they didn’t follow the church’s rules.

Town Life:

10% of the population lived in towns. Many people went to towns 

to look for work. 

There was no sewage system, people would throw their sewage 

from the windows into the streets. This would accompany the 

entrails of animals from butchers. 

Town authorities did very little to try and solve the issue of sewage 

and waste in the streets. 

People would drink, bathe and dump waste in the rivers. Alcohol 

(ale) was a healthier alternative for the poor. 

Gong farmers were employed to remove waste from the streets 

(they would shovel it away).

Houses were built very tall but close together, you could reach 

from one home and touch the wall of the one opposite. This meant 

that the streets were very dark and that diseases spread easily due 

to over-crowding. 

The Islamic World:

The Islamic East became a hub of 

learning and development. 

Advancements were made in 

discovering new medicines, in 

designing new and beautiful 

artwork. Cities were cleaner. 

Baghdad became a city of learning 

and education. 

Crusades were wars, often 

known as ‘armed 

pilgrimages’, that were 

called by the Pope. The first 

was called by Pope Urban II 

in 1095, who called for 

Christians to go to Jerusalem 

and re-claim it from the 

Muslim ‘infidels’. 



Y7 Life Studies 1.3 

Key Terms

1. Bullying
2. Self esteem 
3. respectful
4. sincere
5. confidence

Dependable Keeps his or her word. This makes for predictability, 

stability, and a long relationship.

Sincere Trusts you enough to be himself or herself in your 

company. What you get is what you see.

Loyal Keeps your confidence and stands by your side 

through thick and thin. You can trust him or her to 

support you.

Honest Is frank with you about your missteps. This will help 

you avoid humiliating yourself or antagonizing 

others.

Respectful Honors your beliefs, values, and priorities. He or she 

may not share them, but will protect your right to 

hold them.

Generous Is magnanimous with his or her time and resources, 

within reason. This friend will help you meet your 

needs whenever possible without martyring himself 

or herself.

Protective Looks out for you when you are vulnerable. You will 

come to no harm when he or she is around, even if 

your vulnerability is the result of your own 

irresponsible behavior.

Reciprocates Gives back as much as he or she gets from your 

relationship. This allows for balance and respect in 

your relationship, making you true equals.

Forgiving Does not hold grudges against you for your past 

mistakes. Thus, he or she allows you to learn from 

your experiences and gives your friendship the 

opportunity to grow.

Self-esteem means to think well of 
ourselves – to feel proud and confident 
about who we are and what we can do

Types of Bullying
• Verbal – Name calling, spreading rumours
• Physical – hitting pinching kicking
• Social – Ignoring, leaving people out
• Psychological/Mental – Frightening, stalking, 

intimidating
• Racist – Ethnic background, culture
• Cyber – Using technology, internet

Who will help you if you are being bullied
Dr Baker, pastoral team, Form teacher, Mr Swain, 
student reception, any member of staff
If you see someone else being bullied you should 
always try to stop it. 
If you do nothing, you're saying that bullying is 
okay with you. 
It's always best to treat others the way you 
would like to be treated.
You should show the bully that you think what 
they're doing is stupid and mean.
Help the person being bullied to tell an adult they 
can trust.
Qualities of a good friend



Y7 RWP 1.3

Key Terms
1. Monotheism

2. Parable

3. Saviour 

4. Salvation 

5. Paradise

Humanity met God in three 

different forms

-God the Father: revealed by 

the Old Testament to be Creator, 

Lord, Father and Judge.

-God the Son: who had lived on 

earth amongst human beings

-God the Holy Spirit: who filled 

them with new life and power.

‘Come and possess the kingdom which has been prepared for you 

ever since the creation of the world. I was hungry and you fed me, 

thirsty and you gave me a drink; I was a stranger and you received 

me in your homes, naked and you clothed me; I was sick and you 

took care of me, in prison and you visited me.’ The good people will 

then answer him, ‘when, Lord did we ever see you hungry and feed 

you, or thirsty and give you a drink? When did we ever see you a 

stranger and welcome you into our homes, or naked and clothed 

you? When did we ever see you sick or in prison, and visit you? 

Jesus replied, ‘I will tell you, whenever you did this for one of the 

least important of these members of my family, you did it for me!’ 

‘Whenever you refused to help these least important ones, you 

refused to help me’. These then, will be sent off to eternal 

punishment, but the good people will go to eternal life.

Although Jesus is the Son of God, 

he is also God. 

The Holy Spirit is the spirit that 

Christians feel when they pray, 

and what they feel guiding them 

through life. 

Although they are three different 

beings, they are the same. 

Miracles of Jesus

Heals the sick

Jesus is teaching in an overcrowded room.  Peter is at the 

door stopping more people from coming in because there 

isn’t enough room. The paralytic and his/her 2 friends who 

are carrying him/her try to get in so that Jesus will heal 

him/her, but Peter turns them away.  Instead, they go up 

to the roof and make a hole in the ceiling and lower 

him/her down to Jesus! The crowd is shocked.  Jesus 

doesn’t heal him straight away, first he says that he 

paralytic’s sins are forgiven, then to prove he has to 

authority of God to forgive sins, he heals the paralytic and 

he walks out of the room to everyone’s amazement!

Calms the storm

Jesus, his disciples and his brother are all on a boat 

crossing a very big lake in Israel.  Suddenly a storm whips 

up and Jesus’ disciples and brother are all very scared 

because they think they will capsize and drown.  They go 

to find Jesus so he will help them but amazingly he is 

asleep despite the storm!  They wake him up and ask him 

to help.  So Jesus goes up to the deck and commands the 

wind and wives to calm down.  Amazingly immediately the 

storm stops and everything is calm.  The disciples and his 

brother are amazed by the power of Jesus over the 

weather.

The Parable of the Rich Fool and Lazarus

In the Parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus, the rich man does nothing while alive to help Lazarus, a poor beggar, and 

when he dies the rich man goes to Hell whilst Lazarus goes to Heaven. While in Hell the rich man asks Abraham for 

some relief and he is declined, in the same way that he did nothing to help Lazarus. He also asks Abraham if he can go 

and warn his brothers, but once again is declined, as his brothers have the prophets to listen to.

The Parable of the Lost Sheep

Jesus was speaking to a group of tax collectors, sinners, Pharisees, 
and teachers of the law. He asked them to imagine having a 
hundred sheep and one of them strayed from the fold. A 
shepherd would leave his ninety-nine sheep and search for the 
lost one until he found it. Then, with joy in his heart, he would put 
it on his shoulders, take it home, and tell his friends and 
neighbours to rejoice with him, because he had found his lost 
sheep.
Jesus concluded by telling them there will be more rejoicing in 
heaven over one sinner who repents than over ninety-nine 
righteous people who do not need to repent.



Y7 PE 1.2 

Careers
(Research these!)

Sports Development Officer

PE Teacher

Swimming Teacher

Rules

Regulations

Tactics

Skills

Analysis

Decision Making

Careers in Sport/Activity

Problem Solving

Fitness/Well Being/Health
Head

(What you 

think/know) Hands
(What you do)

Technique

Fitness

Tactics

Skills

Control

Fluency

Precision

Fundamental Movements

Netball

Football

Rugby

Hockey

Trampolining

French Boules

Athletics

Badminton

Volleyball

Short Tennis

Table Tennis

Gaelic Football

Aussie Rules

Gymnastics

Softball

Rounders

Teamwork

Communication

Leadership

Resilience

Effort

Attitude

Motivation

Respect

Mr Mugan

Miss Rae

Mr Mayor

Miss Threlfall

Mrs Lowe

Your PE Teachers

Key Questions to Answer
How can you develop Head, Heart and Hands in PE?

What do you know about the careers in PE?

Name all of the PE teachers

What are the rules of each sport/activity in PE?

Name some of the concepts that we have studied in each sport

so far

How does Head, Heart, Hands link your learning over the year?

Heart
(How you act)

Activities/Sports
(Research these!)

Key Terms

Motivation

Resilience

Fundamental

Analysis

Well Being



Y7 Performing Arts 1.2 

Key Terms

1. Rhythm
2. Percussion
3. Timing
4. Quaver
5. Beat

● Skills
● Styles
● Techniques
● Analysis
● Creativity
● Problem Solving
● Well Being
● Careers in Performing Arts

Head
(What you think/know)

Miss Rose

Mrs Lowe

Miss Tonge

Your PArts Teachers

Hands

(What you do)

Activities/Sports

(Research these!)

Heart

(How you act)

● Teamwork

● Communication

● Leadership

● Respect

● Resilience

● Effort

● Motivation

● Attitude

● Confidence

● Reggae

● Blues

● African

● Carribean

● Band Music

● Chinese

● HAKA

● Ballroom

● Street

● Capoeira

● Musicals

● Street

● Break

● Jazz

● Technique
● Skills
● Expression
● Control
● Fluency
● Precision
● Rhythm

Key Questions to Answer

1. How can you develop Head, Heart and Hands in PArts?

2. What do you know about the careers in PArts?
3. Name all of the PArts teachers
4. Name some of the concepts that we have studied so far
5. How does Head, Heart, Hands link your learning over the year?

● Roadie
● Singer
● Director



Don’t learn it until you know it, but keep going until you can’t get it wrong!

Y7 French 1.3 

Safari animals P.A.N.D.A Habitats Descriptions/adjectives
Les animaux 

sauvages

Wild animals Je préfère I prefer il /elle marche He/she walks Il est He is

Le lion lion J’aime I like à deux pattes On two legs Elle est She is  

Le tigre tiger Je n’aime pas I don’t like à quatre pattes On four legs Féroce Ferocious

Le chimpanzé chimpanzee Je déteste I hate Il/elle mange He/she eats Aimable friendly

La girafe giraffe J’adore I love Les feuillages Leaves Timide Shy

L’hippopotame hippo P.E.C.P.C De l’herbe Grass Rapide Quick/fast

L’éléphant elephant Parce que because Des animaux Animals Stupide stupid

L’ours bear Étant donné que because De la viande Meat Drôle Funny

Past tense and question structures Car because Il/elle dort He/she sleeps Sympa kind

Je suis allé(e) I went Puisque because Dans l’herbe In the grass Petit(e) small

Au parc safari To the safari 

park
Comme because Dans le bois In the woods Grand(e) Big

J’ai mangé I ate Time phrases & quantifiers Il/elle habite He/she lives Effrayant(e) Scary

Une glace An ice cream Très very Dans la savane In the savanna Intelligent(e) Intelligent

J’ai vu I saw Assez quite Dans la rivière In the river Gourmand(e) Greedy 

J’ai adoré I loved Vraiment really En Afrique In Africa Mignon(ne) Cute 

J’ai détesté I hated Quelquefois sometimes En Namibie In Namibia Grogon(ne) Grumpy

C’était It was Un peu a little En Tunisie In Tunisia Paresseux(euse) Lazy 

La journée était The day was De temps en temps From time to 
time

Au Kenya In Kenya Beau/belle Handsome/

beautiful

Comment How 

Quel/quelle What 

Qu’est-ce que What 

As-tu…? Do you have..?

Préfères-tu..? Do you prefer..?

Key terms

Learn even more vocabulary by creating an account with either memrise or duolingo!



Y7 German 1.3 

Café Opinions Media Other useful vocab

Wurst sausage Ich mag I like Ich spiele

Computerspiele

I play Computer 

games

Wo wohnst du? Where do you live?

Salat Salad Ich mag … 

nicht

I don’t like Ich wohne in… I live in…

Eis Ice-cream Ich liebe I love Ich sehe Filme I watch Films Wie alt bist du? How old are you?

Pommes Chips Ich hasse I hate Ich schicke SMS I send texts Ich bin…Jahre alt I’m … years old
Orangensaft Orange juice Ich finde…gut I “find”…good Ich checke Emails I check emails Magst du…? Do you like?

Wasser Water …ist gut …is good Ich bleibe im 

Kontakt

I stay in touch Ja yes
essen to eat … ist klasse …is ace Nein no

trinken to drink Whack ‘em in words Ich benutze mein 

Handy

I use my mobile Ich komme aus I come from
Ich habe Hunger I’m hungry und and Numbers

Ich habe Durst I’m thirsty auch also Ich höre Musik Listen to music eins,zwei,drei 1,2,3

Bitte schön? What can I get 

you?

oder or Lieblingsfilm Fave film vier,fünf,sechs 4,5,6

Ich möchte… I’d like… aber but Lieblingswebseite Fave website sieben,acht,neun 7,8,9

Bitte schön! There you go! dazu in addition Lieblingsapp Fave app zehn,elf,zwölf 10,11,12
Was kostet das? What does it cost? Waterfall words Liebesfilme Love films achtzehn 18
Es kostet… It costs… weil because Krimis Crime films zwanzig 20
fünf Euro 5 Euros obwohl although Horrorfilme Horror films zweiundzwanzig 22

Das ist lecker It’s yummy wenn if/when Trickfilme Cartoons Adjectives 
Das war ekelhaft That was 

disgusting!

wo where Sportsendungen Sport shows langweilig boring

Sonst noch etwas? Anything else? dass that Seifernopern Soaps blöd stupid
Time phrases Kindersendung Kid’s show spannend exciting

immer always Tanzmusik Dance music altmodisch old fashioned
oft often klassische Musik classical music toll great

manchmal sometimes Rockmusik Rock modern modern
nie never Technologie Technology aufregend exciting

Don’t learn it until you know it, but keep going until you can’t get it wrong!

Key terms

Learn even more vocabulary by creating an account with either memrise or duolingo!


